BH2-078 by Orbetishvili, Rezo et al.
BH2-078 RO 2018-07-23
RO translates some sentences with focusing on the following questions: NP-internal word order, sentence word

































































































































































pear (fruit and tree)
n  (Bd/6)















































pear (fruit and tree)
n  (Bd/6)























































































pear (fruit and tree)
n  (Bd/6)
pear (fruit and tree)
n
.








































pear (fruit and tree)
n  (Bd/6)
















































































































































3S.GEN / that one
pers












































































3S.GEN / that one
pers











































3S.ERG / that one
pers
























































































































































































3S.ERG / that one
pers




















































































































3S.ERG / that one
pers
3SG.ERG / that one
pro
.





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































I have(n't) been (M)
v
.


















sometime, at some point
adv
















































sometime, at some point
adv


























































 while; till, until
adv

















































































 while; till, until
adv







































































































ERG.S for humans and nouns ending in /o/ or /u/
n:Any































































































ERG.S for humans and nouns ending in /o/ or /u/
n:Any
I have(n't) been (M)
v

























































































































































3S.NOM / that one
pers





barely, scarcely, with difficulty.
adv


























at one's own place
adv
.











3S.NOM / that one
pers
















barely, scarcely, with difficulty.
adv




























































































Free  We won't go anywhere. (00:06:25 - 00:06:27)











3PL.NOM / those ones
pers






















went (human female or mixed gender plural)
v
.

































3PL.NOM / those ones
pers
3PL.NOM / those ones
pro
.



























































































































3PL.ERG / those ones
pers

































































3PL.ERG / those ones
pers





















3S.NOM / that one
pers






























 while; till, until
adv
 while; till, until
adv
.











 while; till, until
adv






























3S.NOM / that one
pers
3SG.NOM / that one
pro
.











3PL.NOM / those ones
pers





 while; till, until
adv


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3S.ERG / that one
pers











































3S.ERG / that one
pers

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































affirmative particle (really, indeed)








































































































































affirmative particle (really, indeed)

































































































































2 (two) oblique cases
num

























































































ERG.S for humans and nouns ending in /o/ or /u/
n:Any














Free  Two days ago Malo said I will make datxur tomorrow. (00:14:11 - 00:14:15)
Note  This "ago" construction is interesting. Appears to be calqued from Georgian, but with a present tense to be











2 (two) oblique cases
num
















in front of (+DAT)
post
































































ERG.S for humans and nouns ending in /o/ or /u/
n:Any














Free  Two days ago Malo said I will make datxur tomorrow. (00:14:17 - 00:14:21)











2 (two) oblique cases
num
















in front of (+DAT)
post








































































aorist reported (after aorist formant)
v:Any
"I will supposedly make"
v
?






































































































































































3S.NOM / that one
pers









love, want (preradical CM)
v
love, want (preradical CM)
v
.






















































































































































































































































































































































Free  We said to each other, let's speak Tsova-Tush. (00:16:57 - 00:17:00; 00:17:01 - 00:17:05)
